STUDENT COUNCIL

Leadership 2020-2021
First we would like to take a brief moment to remember and appreciate the wonderful person that Mr. Newman was. He will be missed and remembered for his hard work and dedication at LALA. His students would like to say a couple of words about Mr. Newman.

We are saddened to announce the passing of our teacher, Mr. Newman on 1/9/2021. He was passionate about teaching and loved his students, and he will be missed by all of us.
We would also like to welcome our New Freshman Rep. Nathaly Guitierrez
BLACK HISTORY MONTH  February 1 - March 1

For Black History Month, we will be posting different activists everyday during the month of February as well as a bit of their information on who they are and what they fought for. We will begin to upload them on February 1 - March 1.

If you would like to check out our post, please visit our instagram @lalahs_official
Teacher Mask Singer

On January 14 our teachers decided to put a show for us students to Welcome us back from Winter Break and we all agree that it was one of our favorites. Basically teachers were in disguise and sang to us. At the end we unmasked two of the teachers that the students voted on and they happen to be Jasmine (Ms.Del Pino) and El Pollo(Ms.Cuprill)
FUTURE PLANNING

- Student Mask Singer
- Student Pet Show
- Among Us
- Valentines Day Grams
- FAFSA application
- SafeBAE